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(Halloween photos received from Leslie Keys, 

Cathi Winkles Diane Kroll, Rene Sutton, 
 Beth Widdows) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



SPORTSMEN’S EVENTS 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Matches/Sniff N Go’s:  See Web Site 
Obedience Trials:  Oct 25-27, 2019 
       Feb 21-23, 2020 
Agility Trials:  Feb 28-29, Mar 1, 2020  
        May 29-31, 2020 
AKC Scent Work:  April 18,19, 2020 
       July 25, 26, 2020 
       Nov 14, 15, 2020 
 

 
 

Building will be closed for rentals: 

• Nov 16, 17, 2019  

• Jan 12, 2020 

• Feb 15, 16, 2020 

• Mar 7, 8, 2020 
 
Building will be closed for mat 
cleaning: 

• Nov 17, Dec 15 
 

4-H Classes:  Fridays @ 5:30pm (see 

website for specific dates)
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COMPETITION RESULTS 
 

   Loc/date Sport    Score/pl/leg   Title 
Kroll/Finley            AADTC  5/12          AKC Agility Open JWW Pref.                       100 
                                AADTC 7/12                                                                                      88 
                             AADTC 7/14                                                                                      92                       OJP         
 
                              AADTC 7/14          AKC Agility Open Standard, Pref.                100 
                             AADTC 8/4                                                                                         95 
                               AADTC 9/8                                                                                       100                      OAP 
 
Krnacik/Tori  Ft Det Gold Retr/ 
   9/12  AKC Beginner Novice  191.5/2/1 
 
Kroll/Amelia                       9/6              Pet Therapy (100 visits)                                           THDA 
 
Smith/Holly  8/14  AKC Rally 
     Master    100/1 
     Excellent    97 
     Advanced   100/1   Highest Triple Score 
   9/13  Master    98/2 
     Excellent    100/1 
     Advanced   100/2 
   10/5  Master    98/3 
     Excellent    98/3 
     Advanced   99/3 
     Master    97/2 
     Excellent    87 
     Advanced   90  
   OCKC/10/12 AKC Agility  
     Exc Std    100/1  
     Time to Beat   7 pts 
     Time to Beat   7 pts. 
 

 
Sutton/Sir Duncan    AKC Obedience 
   DKC/6/22  Open B    194/3/-- 
   DKC/6/23      199.5/1/--   HIT 
   FT DET/9/13 Utility B    199.5/1/--   HIT HC 
     Open B    196/2/--     
   St. Cl/9/14 Utility B    195/3/--   
     Open B    198/1/--    HIT HC 
  St. Cl/9/15 Utility B    197/2/-- 
     Open B    198/2/-- 
 
Widdows/Emily Anne St Cl/9/14 AKC OBED Novice B   195/2/1 
   St Cl/9/14     172.5/3/2 
   St Cl/9/15     189.5/2/3                    CD 
   Cani.Adv/10/5 FARM DOG   --/--/1 
   Cani.Adv/10/6     --/--/2    FDC 
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COMPETITION RESULTS (Continued) 
 
 
 
Winkles/Ty  Ft Det Golden Ret/         MACH 12 
   9/14/19 
   Midland MI KC             CENTURY PREMIER JWW (100 legs) 
   10/6/19          TTB7 
 
Keys. Leslie 

Wigeon got his excell3//ent FAST title in agility at Ann Arbor Dog Training Club in September and Velvet earned her first and 
second QQ in Masters at the same trial. Down in Monroe, Velvet earned her overall Scent work Advanced title with firsts in 
both Interiors and Exteriors.  Wigeon got his overall Scent work Novice title with a 3rd in buried. 
 

Wigeon finally earned his Senior Earthdog title after 3 years of trying!  It was a long haul with him. He earned his Junior title at 
his first test in Pennsylvania.  Senior is a harder title to get because the release point is farther away, there is a second 
entrance/exit which is not scented, there is a false den that is scented but does not contain quarry, the route is longer and he 
must work at getting to the quarry longer (90 seconds) AND he must be in hand within 90 seconds after the quarry is removed 
by the judge. The next time we tried, he kept popping out of the false exit. So, NQ. Our next test came. I set him down and 
instead of diving into the burrow as he usually does, he entered through the unscented tunnel, found and worked the quarry 
for a few seconds and popped out again. Oops. NQ. Over 2 years and many trials he has found more and more ways to Oops, 
NQ.  Visit the judge. Quit early. Wrong entrance. Fail to recall. So it was a thrill to finally get that third leg.  
 

The next level is Master. Here is another major step up but with a little encouragement from my friends I entered him. The first 
part is a walk off lead with the judge and another contestant to "find" an active burrow. As soon as I took the lead off, he 
looked around, thought "BUNNIES!" and being a field champion, took off down the bunny trail in search of BUNNIES!  Oops, 
NQ. It took half the other trialers and more time than I care to tell but he finally got tired and sat down and let Jessica 
Reddman come and pick him up. Then everyone had to find me in the field because I was a few acres away still looking for my 
dog.  
Ah, the joys of owning and playing with our dogs. I wouldn't trade it for anything.  
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HOLIDAY PARTY DATE 

 
JAN. 11 – SAVE THE DATE FOR OUR ANNUAL PARTY. 

 

 
 

Currently we plan to hold it at the building.  We will cater in the meal at a small cost to those who 
attend.  Those wishing to bring in side dishes/deserts, may do so.  More details to come.   

    
         Barb Popyk and Pat Diefenbach 

 
 

 

CLUB CREDITS 

Reminder to send your quarterly credits report to Jana!   
jlimastiff@yahoo.com 

 
https://www.sportsmens.net/PRIVATE/service.htm 

SHOW RESULTS 

When your showing is completed for the year, please fill out and send in the Show Results report 
found on the website in the Members Only area.   
https://www.sportsmens.net/PRIVATE/form.htm 

DEADLINE:  Jan. 31, 2020  (But please send it in as early as possible.) 

MARK YOUR CALENDARS – Scent Work 

SNIFF N GO’S 
 OCT 20 
 NOV 10 

 NOV 24 

 DEC 1 
 

NEXT AKC SCENT TRIALS 
April 18 and 19, 2020 
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FIRSTS 
THERE IS ALWAYS ANOTHER DAY! 

(Molly Marie’s Tracking Adventure) 
Molly Marie was my first purebred dog, first dog as an adult and first tracking dog 

Molly’s first tracking test turned out to be the “Jurassic Park Test from Hell”!  I tell this, 
not to be complaining, but because it turned out to be a pretty funny incident.  Molly was 
the last TD of the day and was using the “spare” leg which is always laid in case a track 
can’t be used.  This was on a farm.  It was nice and quiet when the tracks were 
laid….an idyllic country stroll….  Then the test caravan drove up.  About a dozen or 
more cars stopped on the side of the road just down from the farmyard and people 
poured out of them.  They all came forward to a place where they could observe, and 
the test team and judges went down to the start flag.  Off to the right about 200 yards 
was a barnyard and in the fenced area by the barn were two horses and a llama.  They 
were apparently fine yesterday when they plotted the track and okay when the track 
was laid but when the dozen cars drove up and disgorged all these people, they got 
very upset.   
 
We walked to the first flag and Molly sniffed the starting article and I encouraged her to 
“go track”.  She headed out and got about 15 yards.  But by then the llama was pacing 
back and forth and the horses started neighing very loudly.  They were upset and the 
more noise they made, the more excited they got.  The llama didn’t seem to be making 
noise, but it may have just been drowned out by the horses.  The horses started 
chasing each other and I swear they began to scream.  I’m told there was a dog running 
around also.  Then it sounded like a raptor started crowing too…at top volume.  Later I 
found out it was a peacock!  With all of this going on, Molly just stopped and stared.  I 
encouraged her but instead of going forward, she returned to me.  In a lull, I sent her 
back out and she went but again the horse screamed, and she stopped.  She came 
back to me and I couldn’t get her going forward again.   
 
Finally, the judge came over and said, “This is the Test from HELL”.  You might as well 
just use this as a practice track.  Later one of the judges said to me, “If you closed your 
eyes, you could easily have believed that you were in a jungle somewhere”.  And that 
wasn’t any exaggeration at all.  I thought they were playing the soundtrack from 
Jurassic Park!!!   
 
I should not be scared at all at any future test because, what could possibly happen 
worse than this!!!!!   
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MORE FIRSTS 

 
 
 

A FIRST from Leslie Keys 
My FIRST purebreds:  It is easy to see how Echo got her name. She's the spitting image of Leaf. Sterling 
is the shepherd. 

 

 
 
 
 

A FIRST from Diane Kroll 
Finley:  1st purebred and 1st agility competitor 
Amelia:  1st dog I did any competition with (C-WAGS scent work & barn hunt), 1st pet therapy dog 
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EASY AND CUTE 
DOG RELATED CHRISTMAS PROJECT 

 
DOGGIE TREAT JARS 

 

 
 

SUPPLIES NEEDED 
Small, fancy canning jars (Meijer is one source.) 
Ribbon: Recommend coordinating 3/8” and 5/8” 
Buckles 3/8”  (https://www.westcoastparacord.com/side-release-contoured-buckle-3-8-buckles/) 
Small dog treats 
Scissors 
Hot Clue 
(Work on a surface that won’t suffer if you drip glue!) 
 

1)  Cut ribbon to fit tightly around the edge of the lid with enough to thread through the buckle 
on both sides.  Thread through the buckle and hot glue each end shut.  Put on the rim of 
the jar with a touch of glue to hold it.  When you buckle it, it should be so tight that it is 
hard to shut but possible.  Note:  The buckles are only $.29 each and you can order 
assorted or in particular colors.   

 
2)  Cut the larger ribbon into four strips.  The length will depend on what size bow you want.  

The pictured ones were cut to 8” but for the jars you may want a bit smaller.  Lay out a 
ribbon, wrong side up.  Put a dab of glue right in the middle and fold the ends over to stick 
in the glue.  When you have 4 of them, glue them together, each one on top of the last and 
slightly to the right so that when done, you have a bow.  Put another piece of ribbon or 
another type of “ornament” in the middle.   

3) Fill the jar with the dog treats and screw on the lid. 
4) Hot glue the bow to the lid. 
5) Give one to each of your friends with dogs or to each dog individually.  Also a good gift for 

your groomer, your vet, and vet techs.   
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Another Halloween photo that came in a bit too late to make the cover! 

Leslie Keys and Karen Dunham and company! 
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Sportsmen’s has an application pending with the AKC to hold two AKC temperament tests (ATT) 
on December 15, 2019.  Here is the AKC description of the ATT: 
 
The AKC Temperament Test™ (ATT) is open to all breeds, including mixed breed dogs. The 
temperament of any dog is an important characteristic. Temperament is a dog’s natural 
predisposition to react a certain way to a stimulus. The AKC Temperament Test includes test 
items in the following six categories: social, auditory, visual, tactile (touch), and proprioceptive 
(motion) and an unexpected stimulus.  

 
The ATT is a noncompetitive, pass-fail test that will screen for fear, shyness, inability to recover, 
and lack of cooperation. Desired traits are that the dog will be emotionally stable, inquisitive, 
appropriately social, biddable and recovers from a startling situation in a reasonable amount of 
time. “Temperament is an important consideration for all breeders and owners,” said Doug 
Ljungren, Executive Vice President of Sports and Events. “The purpose of the AKC 
Temperament Test is to bring focus and meaningful evaluation to the assessment of 
temperament in our canine companions.”  

 
ATT tests will be administered by any AKC licensed or member club in conjunction with AKC 
events such as dog shows, trials, or as stand-alone tests. ATT tests will appear on the AKC 
Event Search website. The evaluators for the ATT will be specially trained AKC Obedience 
judges, Rally judges and AKC Approved CGC Evaluators. ATT evaluators will appear on the AKC 
Judge’s Directory website.  

 
Dogs must be at least one year old to take the ATT test, and dogs who do not pass the test may 
retest when ready. Dogs who pass the ATT twice under two different evaluators may earn the 
ATT title and list the suffix, “ATT” after the dog’s name.  

 
Sportsmen’s CGC evaluators, take note:  The evaluator test is free of charge until the end of 
2019.  After that, it’s $20.   

 
If our application is approved, the club will hold its first test on Sunday, December 15.  Virginia 
Smith and Suzanne Jacques will act as evaluators.  Workers are needed.  If you’d like to 
steward, please email the test chair, Jessica Reddmann, at reddmann49@gmail.com. 

 
Information for participants, clubs and evaluators can be found at www.akc.org/akctemptest.  
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1930 Tobsal Court 
Warren, MI   

888-637-9595 
 
 


